The notion of the Laplacian of weighted graphs will be introduced, the eigenvectors belonging to k consecutive eigen-values of which define optimal k-dimensional Euclidean representation of the vertices. By means of these spectral techniques some combinatorial problems concerning minimal (k+ 1)-cuts of weighted graphs can be handled easily with linear algebraic tools. (Here k is an arbitrary integer between 1 and the number of vertices.) The (k+ 1)-variance of the optimal k-dimensional representatives is estimated from above by the k smallest positive eigenvalues and by the gap in the spectrum between the kth and (k+ 1)th positive eigenvalues in increasing order.
representatives of the vertices. Let X:=(x 1, . . . , x,) be the k x n matrix containing the vectors Xj's as its columns. Let us define the quadratic form n-l n Q:= 1 1 WijI)Xi-Xjll'=trXCXT, i=l j=i+l
(1.1)
where the n x n matrix C is equal to D-W. C is symmetric, singular and positive semidefinite. We call it the Laplacian of the weighted graph G, while Q is called the quadratic form belonging to G.
Let us denote by the eigenvalues of the Laplacian C. In [4] the following Representation Theorem is proved: the minimum of Q constrained on XXT = Zk and C;= ~ Xj=O is Cl= 1 lj and it is attained for X*=(ur, . . ..u.JT, where II 1, . . . , u,+ R" are k pairwise orthonormal eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues 1r, . . ., ;Ik of the matrix C. The column vectors x * 1 , . . . , x,* of any optimal X* are called optimal k-dimensional representatives of the vertices and then we speak of optimal k-dimensional Euclidean representation of the weighted graph G.
In [4] the problem is formulated in terms of hypergraphs, but a weighted graph can always be assigned to a hypergraph. Given a hypergraph H = ( V, E) the entries of the weight matrix W are the following: where 1 el stands for the number of vertices contained by the hyperedge e and 9( vee) equals to 1 or 0 depending on whether the hyperedge e contains the vertex v or not.
It is well-known that the multiplicity of the zero as an eigenvalue of the Laplacian is equal to the number of connected components of G. Therefore, in the sequel only connected weighted graphs are investigated.
The above representation can be extended to weighted graphs, the vertices of which are weighted too, as follows. Let G be a weighted graph with weight matrix W of the edges, the vertex Uj of which has the weight sj (j=l,...,n) and S:=diag(s,,...,s,). Now the quadratic form Q of (1.1) is minimized subject to the constraints that I;= 1 sjxjxT=XSXT =Zk and I;= 1 sjXj=O. Since Q can be written as
trXCXT=tr(XS'~2)[S-'12CS-'~2](XS'~2)T, (1.2)
the minimum of Q on the above constraint is Cl= 1 Kj -where 0 = rco < ICY < ... <K,_ 1 are the eigenvalues of the symmetric, singular, positive semidefinite matrix in brackets -and it is attained for the representation X* =(ul, . . ., uJTS-'I2 of the vertices, where ul, . . . , uk are k pairwise orthonormal eigenvectors corresponding to the k smallest positive eigenvalues of the so-called weighted Laplacian Cs:=S-"2 CS-lj2. With other words the k x n matrix (&x7, s',nce for all i the relation -1~ Qi < 1 holds, any eigenvalue ki= 1 -Q~_~_ 1 of CD is nonnegative and it is at most 2 (i = 0, . . . , II -1).
We remark that the graph G can be regarded as the product of two copies of the probability space (Z,d,P), I={1 ,..., n>, P={p, ,..., p,>, where pi=dilCI_,dj and W can be normed in such a way that it is a symmetric measure on G. In this case D -"' WD -1'2 defines the operator taking the conditional expectation between the two probability spaces and Q'S are like canonical correlations.
Consistent colorings
Let G =( I', W) be a weighted graph, and let k be a fixed integer (1 <k < n). Let P, = ( VI, . . . , V,) denote a k-partition of the set of vertices and cp, denote the clustering (sometimes we shall refer to it as a coloring) defined by Pk in the following way:
Definition 2.1. The vector UER", I'!= 1 u(j)=0 is called to be P,-consistent, if it is constant on the parts of the k-partition Pk, i.e. u(i)=u( j) whenever cp,(i)=cp,( j), where u(i) denotes the ith coordinate of the vector U.
Definition 2.2. The vertices of the weighted graph G are said to be consistently kcolorable, if there exists a k-partition Pk such that every P,-consistent vector is an eigenvector of the Laplacian C of G.
It is easy to see that the P,-consistent vectors for a given k-partition Pt constitute a (k -1)-dimensional subspace in R" and if G is consistently k-colorable with respect to Pk, then the (k -1)-dimensional subspace spanned by the P,-consistent eigenvectors is an eigenspace of the Laplacian C belonging to an eigenvalue A with multiplicity k-1. 
where np= 1 VP I.
In the special case when W is the ordinary adjacency matrix, our theorem means that for every vertex vi and for each color p (which is different from the color of vi): Again substituting it into (2.4) for p = 1 we arrive at kinl= zir = I -Ici( n -nl), whence A= kin. Therefore, Ki -consequently sip -does not depend on i and there exists a constant K -namely IC=@ -such that for each p #c(i) the equation
CUjSVp wij = knp holds. 0
We have also proved that K = A/n, where A is the eigenvalue with multiplicity k -1 belonging to the (k-l)-dimensional eigenspace spanned by the P,+onsistent eigenvectors.
Since sip does not depend on i, hereby we shall denote it by sP. In this way for any P,-consistent vector u holds, where w;, is the sum of the weights of the edges connecting the vertices of color 1 with those of color m. By an easy counting argument for I#m the equation w;,= ml n, = (A/n) nlnm also holds. In the case when G is consistently k-colorable with respect to some k-partition Pk, the corresponding multiple eigenvalue and the eigenspace of the Pk-consistent vectors can be obtained by the spectral decomposition of the following 'reduced' weighted graph G' on k vertices, the vertices of which are weighted too: the weight of the vertex u; is nl, while the weight of the edge {vi, &} is w;,. The entries of the Laplacian C' of G' are as follows:
&=

I
;1 --nlnm if l#m, n in,-IZ n: if l=m. n Let us also introduce the following notations: esRk be the k-dimensional vector of l's, h:=(nl,..., nk)T, S:=diag(n,, . . . . nk).
Let us denote by UER" a Pk-consistent eigenvector of the weighted graph G with respect to the k-partition Pk = ( VI, . . . , vk), I&l= ni. Let 2 denote the corresponding multiple eigenvalue. We have seen that the first n, coordinates of u are equal to y, , the second n2 ones to y,, . . . 
Optimal classifications
Our aim is to classify the vertices of the weighted graph G = ( V, W) in such a way that edges with large weights would connect possibly vertices of the same cluster. Some combinatorial measures characterizing this structural property are introduced and related to the spectral characteristics of G.
Let us fix the k-partition Pk and let us denote by c the clustering (coloring) belonging to it. 
i: c(i)=1 j: c( j)=m
The minimal k-cut of the weighted graph G is defined by pk := min r( Pk), PkE% while the minimal weighted k-cut by (3.1)
where gk denotes the set of all k-partitions of V. It is trivial that I:= 1 Aj is the sum of the costs of the edges in an optimal (k-1)-dimensional Euclidean representation of the weighted graph G. In [4] it is proved that xi= 1 lj < v , ,'+I and if there exists a well-separated k-partition of the optimal (k -1)-dimensional representatives x T, . . . , x,* of the vertices (the diameters of the clusters being E < l/&/6), then vk 6 4' 1::: lj, where q = 1 + J&/(1 -J&E). Therefore, the greater the gap between &_i and 2,' is and the better the optimal (k -1)-dimensional representatives of the vertices can be classified into k clusters, the greater the difference between the combinatorial measures vk and v~+~ is. Even if there does not exist a well-separated k-partition of the optimal (k-l)-dimensional representatives x T, . . . , x:, it can be asked, how the k-variance S,"( X*) of them depends on the eigenvalues. In order to get some perturbation results, the following two cases are investigated:
(i) The Laplacian C of the weighted graph G can be written as B+ P, where P is the Laplacian of the weighted graph formed from G by retaining the bicolored edges with respect to the coloring Pk, while B is the Laplacian of the weighted graph obtained by retaining the monocolored ones. As the vertices of the latter weighted graph are consistently k-colorable with respect to the k-partition Pk and the matrix B has the eigenvalue 0 with multiplicity k, the corresponding eigenspace can be spanned by k pairwise Pk-consistent vectors (let us denote them by ui, . . ., uk) such that all the coordinates of the Zth vector -being different from those assigned to the vertices of V, -areequaltoO(I=l,..., k). Such a matrix B is called to be O-ideal (here the sum of the coordinates is not zero). Let us denote by Q the smallest positive eigenvalue of the O-ideal matrix B. It is the minimum of the smallest positive eigenvalues of the weighted subgraphs induced by the vertices of the parts K's of the k-partition Pk. Put E := 11 P I( and suppose that E < Q.
(ii) Let the matrix B be the Laplacian of a weighted graph that is consistently k-colorable with respect to the k-partition Pk and the multiple eigenvalue I > 0 is of multiplicity k-1. This B is called to be A-ideal. Suppose that B has no more eigenvalues in the interval (A-Q, A + Q). Put P:= C-B and E := (1 P 11. Suppose that E < ,Q.
In the case (i) the (k -1)-dimensional representatives xj's of the vertices are obtained from the eigenvectors corresponding to the k-1 smallest positive eigenvalues of the Laplacian C, while in the case (ii) they are obtained from the eigenvectors corresponding to k -1 eigenvalues kl, . . . , !$_l 'near' to 1 (the existence of such eigenvalues iS guaranteed by Lemma 4.5).
In both cases let us denote by X the matrix formed from the above (k-I)-dimensional representatives x1, . . . , x, of the vertices as columns.
Furthermore, in case (ii) let us denote by Xk_ l(Pk) the sum of the costs of the edges in the (k-1)-dimensional Euclidean representation defined by k-1 pairwise orthonormal eigenvectors ul, . . . , uk_l of B corresponding to the multiple eigenvalue i (they are all consistent with Pk). Similarly, in case (i) let us denote by rk(Pk) the sum of the costs of the edges in the representation defined by k pairwise orthonormal eigenvectors II~, . . . , uk of B corresponding to the eigenvalue 0 with multiplicity k. It is easy to see that rk(Pk)=U(Pk) (see [4] , the proof of Theorem 3.5), where Pk=( V1, . . ., V,) is the k-partition being investigated. Therefore rk(Pk)axFI: lj holds trivially for all k-partition Pk, consequently vk >xii: lj is also valid.
With the above notations and assumptions the following theorems are proved. Let x*=(X: , . . . ,x.*) be an optimal (k -l)-dimensional Euclidean representation of the vertices of the weighted graph G=( V, W), as it is discussed above (in case (ii) X* contains k -1 pairwise orthogonal eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues rcl, . . . , q'_ 1). Let Pk be the fixed k-partition. holds for the k-variances of the optimal (k -1)-dimensional representatives x7, . . . , x,* .
We remark that and
where cir = ~(COS (n/ni)-~~s (2n/ni)), ci2=2 cos (+i)(l -COS (n/ni)), dy =maXjevi dj and Bi is the Laplacian of the induced weighted subgraph Gi by the vertex set 6 (on ni vertices). Bi is just the ith diagonal block of B (see [3, Theorem 3.61) . Therefore, the 'smaller' the volume of the k-partition Pk and the greater the 2-cut of the monocolored ones is (this means that the Gi's are strongly connected), the better the optimal k-dimensional representatives of the vertices can be classified into k clusters. For ordinary graphs this requirement means that there be 'few' bicolored edges and a lot of monocolored ones for possibly each color. Notice that the more 'concise' the edges within the Gis are, the greater Q(PJ is. The question naturally arises: in general does the existence of a gap in the spectrum between Ak_ 1 and Ak itself result in a 'small' (k-1)-variance of the optimal kdimensional representatives? This is answered, at least partly, in Section 5. Proof. Let the vector EF, 11 u II= 1 be arbitrary. Then, on the one hand,
As F is a k-dimensional subspace of R", according to Corollary 4.2(b) the matrix C has at least k eigenvalues not greater then E.
On the other hand, any vector PER" can uniquely be decomposed as y =u+ z, where EF and z _L F. Then
yTCy=yTBy+yTPy=zTBz+yTPy>~IIzi12. (4.3)
If we choose an orthonormal set y 1, . . ..j$. the members of which are eigenvectors corresponding to the k smallest eigenvalues (being at most E) of C, then according to formulas (4.2) and (4.3) the inequalities s>yTCyi>QIjziII" (i=l,...,k)
hold, which finishes the proof. 0
We remark that in the case when there are coincidences among the k smallest eigenvalues of C, the statement (4.1) holds for any choice of an orthonormal set of the corresponding eigenvectors. 
L(R)=tr(Y-UR)T(Y-UR)
=tr YTY+trRTUTUR-2tr YTUR =tr YTY+tr(UTU)(RRT)-2tr
YTUR=2(k-tr YTUR).
On the one hand, L(R) is minimal, if tr YT UR is maximal. The following lemma will be used: let A be a k x k matrix and R be a k x k orthogonal one. Then tr AR is maximal, if AR is symmetric and in this case its maximum is equal to the sum of the singular values of the matrix A (for the proof, see [3, p. 671 ). This lemma is applied for the matrix YTV: Proof. We shall p,rove more: on the conditions of the lemma C has exactly k eigenvalues in the interval [I, I + E]. Let B have p eigenvalues less than and q eigenvalues greater than 1. Then p + k + q = n. On the one hand -as P is positive semidefinite -by a perturbation theorem of Rao [lo] it follows that the matrix C= B+ P has at least k + q eigenvalues greater than 1, at least q ones greater than A + Q and p ones less than I-@+&<,I.
On the other hand we shall show that C has at least p + k eigenvalues being at most 1+ E. For this purpose let us denote by G the (p + k)-dimensional subspace spanned by the eigenvectors (ul, . . . , u,+,J of B corresponding to eigenvalues < 1. As any goG can be written as g=CFT'=+:CriUi -where C~~'=+:tx~= 1 -, p+k gTBg= C afupBui <1. iiI llYi--i II 2G2k&
holds.
In future we shall denote simply by c the coloring corresponding to the k-partition Pk.
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Let the k-partition Pk be fixed.
(ii) In case (ii) let F c R" be the (k-1)-dimensional subspace of the consistent eigenvectors of the A-ideal matrix B. Let yl, . . . ,yk_ 1 denote k-1 pairwise orthonormal eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues x1, . . . , Kk_ 1 of the Laplacian C= B+ P such that IKi-AI<s (i=l,.e.,k-l),
where E= 11 PII. Let us choose one of the vectors yis and denote it simply by y=(y(l), . . . . JJ(~))~, where y(j) stands for its jth coordinate. We are looking for the consistent vector UEF with respect to the k-partition Pk such that d '(y, u) =d '(y, F) . Since the consistent vector u has n, coordinates equal to t(l), nz coordinates equal to t(2), . . . . and nk coordinates equal to t(k), where C:= 1 %t( i)=O, the following expression is to be minimized according to t(l), . . . , t(k): (i=l, *..,k-l).
By summing it for i= 1, . . . , k-1, our proof is finished. Proof. The sum of the costs of the edges is decreased if we sum only for the monocolored ones in the partition Pk and this sum is equal to tr XBXT = C fl,' UT Bq. Let UE R" be an arbitrary vector with 11 u II= 1 and with '$ 1 u(j) = 0, furthermore, let uieR"* be its ith section with respect to Pk. Then Eventually by summing for the vectors ul, . . . ,uk_ 1 and utilizing that S~(Pk,x)=~:~:
S:(Pk,&), the required result is obtained.
[7
Proof of Proposition 3.6. Let X* be an optimal (k -l)-dimensional representation of the above weighted graph. Then by the Representation Theorem, the sum of the costs of the edges in this representation is less than A1 + ... + &_ 1, so does the sum of the costs of the monocolored ones. Therefore, Lemma 4.7 can be applied. 0
The expanding property of the eigenvalues
Let G =( V, W) be a weighted graph with weight matrix W of the edges and D=diag(d, , . . . , d,) of the vertices, where di =I j+i wij, (i= 1, . . . , n). Suppose that C~=,C~=lwij=l.
A ccording to Section 1 the spectrum of this weighted graph is defined by the eigenvalues of the weighted Laplacian C,. We state that there exist such real numbers a and b for which conditions (5.1) are fulfilled. Our argument is the following: let us suppose that we have found a. Then by means of (5.1) and (5.2) we obtain that b= i dijui-al. the variance of the coordinates of y. As due to (5.6), a2(y) is one of the terms behind the inf in the expression of S s( u), the relation e2 (y) 2 S $( u) always holds true. Since in the case of a(y)=0 the 2-variance S<(U) is also equal to 0, the statement of the theorem is automatically true. Therefore, o(y) > 0 can be supposed. Put Zi G yi/D(y), (i=l,..., n) and let us denote by z the vector of coordinates zi)s and by Xi the 2-dimensional vector of first coordinate Ui and second coordinate zi+ Furthermore denote X the 2 x n matrix with row vectors u and z respectively and X* the 2 x n matrix with row vectors u and v respectively, where Y is an eigenvector corresponding to A2 subject to the usual conditions. Then on the one hand The theorem implies the following expanding property of the eigenvalues: the greater the gap between the two smallest positive eigenvalues of G is, the better the classification into two clusters of the optimal l-dimensional representatives of the vertices is.
The theorem also implies that on the condition Cl=, I;=, Wij= 1 the relation S:(u) < 1 holds, since Ai < A2 according to our preliminary assumption. In the case of 1, = A2 there is no use of l-dimensional Euclidean representation, because the eigenvectors corresponding to this multiple eigenvalue can be chosen within a subspace of at least 2 dimensions. Therefore, the 2-variance in any direction is the same.
For establishing similar relations between the (k + 1)-variance of an optimal kdimensional representation of the vertices of the above weighted graph and the gap of the spectrum of its weighted Laplacian C, between the eigenvalues Ak and &+ I we would like to prove the following conjecture:
Conjecture5.2.
Let O=iod~l~...d~k<~k+l~...~~n_l be the spectrum of the weighted Laplacian C,=Z,-D -'j2 WD -1/Z of the weighted graph G with weight matrix W, where Cl=, I,"_, Wij=l, di=C;=,,j.iwij and D=diag (d,, . . . . d,) . Let XT, . . . ,x,*ER' be optimal k-dimensional representatives of the vertices satisfying the conditions Cl=, d,xT=O and Cy=, diX:X*T=Zk.
Let S~+,(x~, . . ..x.*) denote the Our conjecture is that with Lipschitz constant 4 such an y can be found. For some special representations even we have a construction, but in general we are not sure whether such construction exists.
If the lemma were true, the proof of Conjecture 5.2 would be the following:
Proof of Conjecture 5.2. a(y) > 0 can be supposed, otherwise S,', 1 (x7, . . . ,x,*) is also zero, for which the statement of the theorem is true. Let zi := yi/a(y), and let the vector 
